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The Departure Of Ships

The voyages always beginning, always ending Dreams of the past enacted in the future,
Autonomous, and dreamed by all and none: Wars, oracles, sacrifices, necessary dominations Of
the driven by the driven; priestly lustrations Of murdering hands now still in the dust as dust;
And history, the dream within a dream, Endless, remorselessly detailed anamnesis To justify the
sufferings and the crimes Of the unborn; the chanting, muttering, whispering Digestion of the
random in necessity, The repetition that convicts and kills.

Wealth also, with its generations: The circulation of the currency Through rouble and crown, dollar
and franc, blood Of the public confidence, unlimited legend Phantasied against original obligation Of
time unredeemable and time that grows Impudent in the earthy vault, compounding interest In the
tidal periods of calendar and clock The silver of the moon and the sun's gold.

See now, the ships depart through the dark harbor And past the breakwater rocks where the first
White-riding wave hits at the hull and washes on. Rhythm of voyages, going out and coming back
Beat of the sea, procession of times and seasons, Command of variables, calculus of fluxions Cuius
Nomen est Oriens, keeping time Where endless hours summon and dismiss, The hours of adoration
and revenge, Of triumph, lamentation and despair, Devoted hours of the iron and brazen bells That
swing in the steeple over the old Exchange Counting and keeping all that cannot be kept.

O star of the sea, naked and dangerous candor, Blaze of the compass rose, our ships depart!
Iron hands of the clock meet and divide The white face on the tower looks to the sea, Where
unaccountable sands cloudily sift Through the salt black bitter glass that gives Tidal ideas about time,
and no tidings.
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